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ETHICS AND APPEALS SUB COMMITTEE – 27 AUGUST 2013

HER MAJESTY’S INSPECTORATE OF CONSTABULARY (HMIC) REPORT ‘WITHOUT
FEAR OR FAVOUR’

REPORT BY HEAD OF PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS DEPARTMENT

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

The paper provides members with an update of the Force response to the HMIC Report –
Without Fear or Favour.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The extensive scrutiny in 2011 of how the police handled the phone hacking affair
understandably led to concerns about police integrity and corruption.  Police
checking systems and processes also identified a small number of other high profile
cases which included allegations of inappropriate police relationships, some involving
senior officers.  These cases either have been or are being dealt with properly, but
amplified concerns about police corruption and potentially undermined public trust in
the Service.

1.2 As a result, in November 2011 HMIC undertook a national review of police integrity.
Part of the review asked the public about the extent and nature of police integrity and
corruption.  The majority did not think corruption was common and trusted the police
to tell the truth.  However, about a third of those surveyed thought there was some
problem with corruption. The public also said that they associated integrity with being
treated fairly, ‘the Service must, therefore, be absolutely transparent not only in being
fair but also in being seen to be fair.’

1.3 In July 2012, a re-inspection of the Force was conducted by HMIC. This paper
therefore provides members with a further update in the form of an Action Matrix in
respect of the Force response to the original review recommendations and those
from the subsequent re-inspection.

2. THE ORIGINAL REVIEW FINDINGS

2.1 The overall findings of the original review can be summarised as follows:

Ø HMIC did not find evidence to support any contention of endemic corruption in
Police Service relationships, either in relation to the media or more generally,
with the majority of police officers and staff striving to act with integrity.

Ø Instances of deliberate malpractice in relation to these matters appear to be
infrequent.

Ø HMIC found instances of enforcement action against individuals at all levels,
where sufficient evidence had arisen.
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Ø Visible consistent leadership is a key contributor to promoting integrity and
raising awareness of and focus on these issues.

2.2 In addition however, it was found that few authority and Force leaders had these
relationship issues on their radar and were broadly unaware of the risks to their
organisation’s reputation.

Ø There is a hugely inconsistent approach across the Service and a lack of
clarity about where the boundaries lie in a number of these areas, particularly
around:

-  Relationships between the police, the media and others;
-  Acceptable hospitality and gratuities; and
-  Which second jobs are compatible with police employment.

Ø There was clear evidence of major contracts and procurement being
professionally and consistently managed.  However, the checks and balances
are less evident on spends of around £5,000 and under.

Ø Support in terms of training and education is inconsistent and fails to identify
appropriate values and standards.

Ø There are good examples of anonymous reporting systems in place with a
positive reactive commitment from Professional Standards Departments
(PSDs).

Ø Governance and oversight is generally weak and limited proactive checks and
balances take place.

Ø Many forces and authorities appear complacent, with an “it would not happen
here” mentality in evidence, especially in non-metropolitan forces.

Ø To reduce public perceptions of corruption, police will need both to be fair,
and be seen to be fair.

Ø Police need to be conscious that their reputation in the eyes of the public may
be damaged by the perception that there is a conflict of interest, even where
this proves not to be the case.

2.3 The report provided, as an appendix, a ‘self-check questionnaire’ to help address the
various issues highlighted. This was converted to an Action Matrix.

2.4 The updated Action Matrix, as reviewed by the Professional Standards Board, is
attached at Appendix A. All actions are complete.

3. RISK/THREAT ASSESSMENT

Financial/Resource/Value for Money Implications

3.1 None, the review is complete.
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Legal Implications

3.2 None.

Implications for Policing Outcomes

3.3 Integrity is a key element of the organisation’s values and public confidence is integral
to policing effectiveness. Any actions in support of the Report should increase public
confidence.

Equality

3.4 All policy changes implemented from the completion of the action plan will be the
subject of equality impact assessment.

4. RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Members are asked to note the contents of the Action Matrix.

Supt Tim Whittle
Head of PSD

Members’ Enquiries to: Mr John Jones, Assistant Chief Officer (01305) 223710

Appendix

Appendix A – Action Matrix


